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Hello fellow cowboys and cowchicks. Welcome to the Indy Beau
Down! Tonight we are going to go so crazy you are going to feel like
you are on an episode of Buckwild! We were twerking it up and
throwin’ it down, ‘cause it’s a Ho Down! Our amazing coordinators for
this event (Noah Glazier and Julia Rubinstein) have worked super
hard on this night for you all! So with that, we hope you had an incredible night at Indiana’s Beau down. YEEHAAW!

Quack, quack, quack.
Look who’s back.
Sarah and Zoe are ready to attack.
Sam and Kelsey got our back!
Kelsey might be tiny,
but her heart is as big as Kim K’s heiny.
Sam’s kinda cool I guess.
But he doesn’t deserve a rhyme.
Y’all needa read this ASAP,
even though this is cheesy.
Hope ya’ll had a good night,
Julia and Noah made this dance tight!
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 I Feel Home
 Save Tonight
 One Day
 B'tzelem
Elohim
 Salaam

On April 19th, AITs and
MITs from all over KIO
gathered at Camp Campbell Gard for the convention of a life time. The
convention coordinators
were Eli Profeta (Indy)
and Phoebe Rose
(Dayton). Over 50 AITs
and MITs were inducted
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into the region.
There were many
fun and educational
programs such as
"Why we joined
BBYO," community
service, and mock
chapters.

The Quack- Indy Beau Down

Fish are pretty gross animals, but not Rachel BASS (haha punny). Rachel Bass has been elected spring term chapter N’siah and with her
help and the board Jay Levine has grown so much over this past term-number wise and in strength. Along with the rest of the board, Rachel is
a role model in her chapter and to everyone throughout the region.
Noah Glazier is the AZA of the month this time around! He has been elected as spring term Godol for his chapter, and along with his fellow board
members he has planned amazing programs with very high attendance. Noah is the current AZA Program Excellence chair for the region! He is a great
and outgoing guy that everyone should get to know. And don’t forget, he coplanned this whole dance!

Godol: Zach Samuelson
S’gan: Max Agranoff
Moreh: Eli Profeta
Shaliach: Herbert Meisner
Mazkir: Sam Dolen

N’siah: Halle Herman
S’ganit: Daria Penner
Morah: Maggie Rosen
Sh’licha: Natania Lipp
Mazkirah: Kelsey Bardach
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